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Chapter 2886 Humiliation 

“Viola, watch out. People are coming,” Kai warned Viola. Hearing that, Viola 
paled and became tense. 

“Don’t worry. They’re not that powerful.” 

With that, Kai quickly slid his finger across the ground, making an arcane 
array appear. Kai’s group was then covered by the arcane array. 

In the blink of an eye, four Body Fusion Realm cultivators appeared. While 
one of them was a Fifth Level cultivator, the others were only Third Level. 
Even without the arcane array, Kai would be able to deal with them all by 
himself. 

Nevertheless, Kai had just engaged in a battle with the demon beast and had 
lost much of his spiritual energy. He needed time to recover. With the 
protection of the arcane array, he would be able to buy himself some time. 

When the cultivators saw Kai and Viola, they smirked. However, when their 
gazes landed on Vasily, they were visibly taken aback. “That’s a huge ice soul 
fragment!” 

“We’ve hit the jackpot! We did it!” 

“D*mn, how did these weak cultivators get such a huge ice soul fragment?” 

The four cultivators were clearly stunned. 

“Who cares? It’s now ours!” Right as those words left the mouth of the Fifth 
Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator, he darted toward the ice soul fragment. 
The cultivator moved at the speed of light. 

Nonetheless, just as that cultivator came close to Kai’s group, a screen of light 
burst out of the ground, and he slammed right into it. The immense rebound 
sent the Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator flying backward. 

When he saw the glowing arcane array around Kai’s group, he snarled and 
ground out, “D*mn it, they have the protection of an arcane array! No wonder 
they’re not panicking at the sight of us.” 



“What do we do now?” another cultivator asked. They were not array masters, 
and they could not dispel arcane arrays. 

“Let’s try to break it by force.” With that, the Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm 
cultivator unsheathed a machete and slashed at the arcane array. 

At that, the other cultivators quickly dashed forward with their weapons. 
However, the arcane array remained unmarred even after a while of their 
hacking. In contrast, their weapons broke from the impact. 

Soon, the cultivators were panting from exhaustion and looking at the ice soul 
fragment within the arcane array helplessly. 

Viola, who was initially worried, finally relaxed at that, a smile appearing on 
her lips. In the meantime, Kai watched the cultivators with interest and 
amusement. 

When the Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator saw the mocking look in 
Kai’s eyes, he fumed. He cursed, “You brat, I dare you to step out of this 
arcane array! I’m going to slap you into oblivion. Be a good boy and hand over 
the ice soul fragment. We’ll leave immediately if you do that. Otherwise, we’ll 
stay here forever. I refuse to believe you can stay in there for the rest of your 
lives!” 

However, no matter what kind of threats the cultivator came up with, Kai 
remained unfazed. In the end, the cultivator grew tired and stopped talking. 

When they realized that threats and insults could not make Kai leave the 
arcane array, another cultivator came up with an idea. “That girly inside is 
quite pretty. Why don’t we show her just how manly we are?” 

As the cultivator said that, he began taking off his pants. 

The others were quick to figure out what was going on, and they followed suit. 
They were planning to humiliate Viola to get Kai and Vasily to impulsively 
leave the arcane array. 

They could not possibly wait for Kai’s group to come out of the array for an 
eternity. If other cultivators came, they would end up having to fight for the ice 
soul fragment. 

“You shameless perverts!” 



Viola turned red in the face and hastily spun around. 
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Chapter 2887 Lightning Tribulation Cloud 

However, the four men were not planning to let Viola go so easily. They each 
stood in one direction, and no matter where Viola turned, she would see 
someone taking off their clothes. At that, Viola closed her eyes. 

Meanwhile, a grim look appeared on Kai’s face when he saw how the 
shameless men were doing such despicable things. In the next instance, Kai 
stood up and slowly walked toward the outside of the arcane array. The four 
cultivators were delighted to witness that. 

“You’re a bold one, brat. You’re only a Second Level Body Fusion Realm 
cultivator, but you dared to step out of the arcane array to face us,” the Fifth 
Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator said with a sneer. 

“You could’ve gotten out of this alive, but you just had to court death.” 

With that said, Kai disappeared. Then, in the next beat, he reappeared before 
the Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator. 

His hand shot out as he grabbed the Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm 
cultivator’s neck effortlessly. To the four cultivators’ shock, the Fifth Level 
Body Fusion Realm cultivator could not fight back against Kai at all. 

“You-” The Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator stared at Kai in 
astonishment and disbelief. Nevertheless, Kai did not give him a chance to 
speak as he shot a burst of demonic fire at the cultivator’s lower half, igniting 
it. 

Since the shameless cultivators were capable of stripping in public, Kai was 
going to let them have a taste of fire. 

Soon, the flames grew fierce, and the Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm 
cultivator was screaming. In no time, he was nothing but a pile of ashes. The 
others were stunned to their cores when they saw that. 



They never imagined that a Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator would be 
so easily killed by a Second Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator. It was 
frightening. 

“Demonic fire! Now I remember. What he’s using is demonic fire! He’s a 
Demonic Cultivator!” 

Finally, someone recognized Kai’s demonic fire. Upon hearing the mention of 
demonic fire, the cultivators turned as pale as a sheet and spun on their heels 
to flee. But how could they be quicker than Kai’s demonic fire? 

With a flick of Kai’s finger, three bursts of demonic fire landed on those 
cultivators. The flames burned intensely, and no matter how much they 
struggled, nothing helped. 

The cultivators could only watch helplessly as they were burned to their 
deaths, their consciousness fading. 

Even then, they could not wrap their heads around how a Second Level Body 
Fusion Realm cultivator-though he was a Demonic Cultivator-could be so 
powerful. 

Not long after, the cultivators had turned into ashes and were blown away by 
a gust of wind. It was as though they had never been there. 

Kai expanded his spiritual sense to several miles away and noted that there 
were no other cultivators around. It was then he relaxed and returned to the 
arcane array to recover again. 

After what seemed like forever, dark clouds gathered above them in the sky, 
with lightning flickering within them. When Kai lifted his head to look at them, 
he noticed that it was actually a lightning tribulation cloud. 

Though it was a small swarm of dark clouds, it was enough to form a lightning 
tribulation cloud. At that point, Vasily had stopped absorbing the ice soul 
fragment. Spiritual energy was swirling around him. 

“A lightning tribulation cloud actually formed when you achieved a 
breakthrough in cultivation level. Not bad.” 

Viola was jealous to see that. All of a sudden, a bolt of lightning from the 
lightning tribulation cloud struck down with a loud crash. 



The bolt of lightning was like a sword with immense force contained in it 
rushing toward Vasily. Kai and Viola could only watch from the sidelines, 
unable to help Vasily. 

It was extremely rare to witness the formation of a lightning tribulation cloud 
when one only achieved a breakthrough in a level. Now, it was up to Vasily as 
to whether or not he could withstand the trial. 

It seemed like Vasily had sensed the power of the lightning tribulation cloud as 
well, for his muscles began to bulge, and his skin turned into a shade of 
copper as though he had tanned. 

Rumble! The crack of lightning struck Vasily before countless visible electric 
currents coursed through his body. Vasily scrunched up his face as he gritted 
his teeth. 
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Chapter 2888 Wronged 

If he could survive the lightning tribulation, his strength and physique would be 
upgraded. However, if he could not, he would lose his life. 

In the end, Vasily managed to survive it. It was also fortunate that it was a 
small lightning tribulation cloud, so the lightning tribulation had been a minor 
one. 

If he had to experience a lightning tribulation similar to Kai’s, with seven to 
eight rounds of lightning tribulations, it was unlikely that Vasily would survive. 
After the lightning tribulation, the clouds dissipated. When Vasily opened his 
eyes, it was evident he was excited. 

“I’ve made it! I’m now a Fourth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator!” Vasily 
yelled as he cast a grateful look at Kai. 

If not for Kai letting him absorb the energy from the ice soul fragment, he 
would not have had this achievement so soon, let alone undergo a lightning 
tribulation. 

“Mr. Chance, thank you so much!” Vasily cried out. 



“Why are you thanking me? You contributed to our attainment of this ice soul 
fragment anyway,” Kai told him with a smile. He then turned to Viola and 
asked, “Viola, do you want to absorb some of its energy to achieve a 
breakthrough too?” 

“No, I’m fine. I have you to protect me, so save this for yourself,” Viola 
answered with a smile. To Viola, whether or not she was powerful mattered 
not; what mattered most was that she had Kai by her side. 

Furthermore, with her constant intimacy with Kai, Viola could feel herself 
getting stronger each day. By now, she had become a Body Fusion Realm 
cultivator. 

“Sure. What’s mine is yours anyway.” 

Kai gave her a smile before continuing, “I’ll start absorbing its energy now. I’ve 
set up an arcane array here, and even Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm 
cultivators will have trouble dispelling it. Do guard me for now.” 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Chance. I’ll be the first to stop whoever tries to disturb you,” 
Vasily reassured with a wave of his fist. His breakthrough to Fourth Level 
Body Fusion Realm had filled him with confidence. 

Kai nodded. He then sat cross-legged and placed a hand on the ice soul 
fragment before beginning to absorb its energy. 

Kai was currently at the Top Level of Second Level Body Fusion Realm. 
Hence, he would only need to absorb a little before he would be able to 
become a Third Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator, With such a large ice 
soul fragment, who knows? I may even break through Third Level! 

With growing anticipation, Kai channeled the Focus Technique in him. A large 
amount of energy seeped into Kai from the ice soul fragment. 

A long while later, Kai remained in the same Level, but the ice soul fragment 
had visibly shrunk. “The amount of energy that Mr. Chance needs for his 
breakthrough is insane!” 

Vasily was astounded. “He can now fight someone in a Level much higher 
than his, which also means he’ll need more resources for every Level he 
ascends to,” Viola explained. 



Vasily nodded. Kai was a Second Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator who 
could easily kill a Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator. His ability to fight 
someone supposedly far more powerful than him meant that every increase in 
Level gave Kai more power than the average person’s increase. 

The more power he gained, the more resources he needed to sustain the 
increase. Therefore, it was normal for Kai to need more resources to ascend 
to the next Level. In the meantime, Kai was also feeling anxious to see no 
changes in his Level. 

Though a large amount of energy was flowing into his body, it did not enter his 
elixir field. Instead, it was getting sucked into somewhere else instead. 

Thus, Kai directed his spiritual sense inward and started searching for where 
the energy had gone to. He wanted to find out what was inside him that was 
taking away all the energy. 

“Faiyar, you’re not secretly taking the energy in me, are you?” Kai queried with 
a frown. “No way, Mr. Chance! How could I possibly have the power to do 
that? It’s a tome, but I don’t know what it really is,” Faiyar cried out in protest. 

“A tome?” It was then Kai recalled the existence of the Wordless Tome within 
his consciousness field. As Kai’s spiritual sense entered his consciousness 
field, he found that the Wordless Tome was indeed shimmering. The energy 
from the ice soul fragment had all been absorbed by it! 
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“Mr. Chance, what is this book within your consciousness field? There are no 
words within it, yet it has the ability to absorb so much energy!” Faiyar 
inquired with curiosity. 

Instead of replying to his question, Kai narrowed his gaze and focused his 
eyes on Wordless Tome, which was devouring everything like a whirlpool. 

As Kai said nothing, Faiyar continued, “Mr. Chance, you should discard this 
book from your consciousness field. If this goes on, it will absorb all your 
energy.” 



“Let it do that.” Kai gazed at Wordless Tome, showing no signs of stopping it. 
The ice soul fragment’s energy was still surging into Kai’s body, but his body 
remained unchanged. Both Vasily and Viola frowned at the sight. 

He was absorbing a significant amount of energy, but there was no noticeable 
change in him. This indicated that Kai required a substantial amount of 
resources to progress to the next level of cultivation! 

Furthermore, the distinctive energy aura emanating from the ice soul fragment 
had created a swirling vortex in midair. If this continued, it was certain that 
other cultivators would soon detect their presence. 

Kai might have established an arcane array that was impervious even to a 
Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator, but a more formidable cultivator 
could still potentially locate this place. 

Vasily and Viola put their guards up, hoping Kai could regain consciousness 
soon after his breakthrough. At that moment, a figure was heading toward 
them at full speed. 

The sight of the ice soul fragment made the newcomer’s gaze shine with 
greed. Ignoring both Vasily and Viola, he headed straight for Kai. However, he 
had barely taken a few steps when the arcane array was triggered, sending 
him hurtling backward. 

“Was that an arcane array?” The cultivator expressed his surprise. He cast a 
quick glance at Vasily and Viola, then declared, “You two, deactivate the 
arcane array immediately! Otherwise, I’ll forcefully breach the arcane array 
and take both of your lives.” 

“Ha! Don’t be overly confident. You’re merely a Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm 
cultivator!” 

Vasily, who had now reached the Fourth Level of Body Fusion Realm, was 
only one level lower than the newcomer, so he didn’t feel intimidated. Besides, 
they were protected by the arcane array, too. 

“Young man, you’re quite arrogant, aren’t you? If you’re truly courageous, step 
out and face me in combat. Don’t be a coward hiding behind the arcane 
array!” the cultivator jeered. 



“F*ck it. Let’s fight, then. I’m not scared of you!” Vasily retorted as he made to 
rush out. 

“Vasily, don’t act recklessly.” Viola quickly pulled him back. 

“Ms. Warwick, there’s no need to be afraid of him. If I can’t defeat him, I can 
return to the arcane array!” Vasily told her. 

He then leaped out of the arcane array. Seeing Vasily coming out, the 
cultivator immediately thrust his sword toward Vasily. Fearlessly, Vasily swung 
his fists, generating swirling winds around him that formed a protective shield. 

Having successfully endured the lightning tribulation and achieving a 
breakthrough to the Fourth Level of Body Fusion Realm, Vasily had witnessed 
a notable boost in his strength. While his opponent was a cultivator at the Fifth 
Level of Body Fusion Realm, Vasily could engage in dozens of exchanges 
without finding himself at a disadvantage. 

Witnessing their confrontation, Viola couldn’t help but panic. She looked at 
Kai, who sat cross-legged and motionless, and fervently whispered, “Please, 
hurry and achieve a breakthrough to regain consciousness.” 

Viola had no idea what was happening with Kai. At that moment, Kai observed 
the Wordless Tome absorbing energy. The ice soul fragment was shrinking 
rapidly, yet it appeared that the Wordless Tome was an insatiable void, 
ceaselessly devouring energy. 

This realization filled Kai with unease, as he had not anticipated that the 
Wordless Tome would require such an enormous amount of energy. 

The ice soul fragment, despite its considerable size, was on the verge of 
being entirely absorbed. 

Right as Kai was on the brink of severing Wordless Tome’s connection to the 
energy absorption, it ceased its devouring at last. 
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Chapter 2890 Golden Tome 

Gold words began to appear on the initially empty Wordless Tome. The words 
“Golden Tome” materialized on the cover of Wordless Tome. 



Like a colossal mountain, Wordless Tome hovered above Kai’s 
consciousness field, exerting formidable pressure on him. Intricate patterns 
began to manifest around the words, resembling an arcane array, but Kai 
found them utterly incomprehensible. 

“What is this?” Faiyar gazed at Golden Tome in disbelief. 

“I don’t know,” Kai replied, shaking his head. Kai had no idea words would 
appear in Wordless Tome after it absorbed the energy from the ice soul 
fragment. What could be recorded inside? Techniques from the celestial 
realm? Immortal techniques and secrets? Or the origins of heaven and earth? 

Kai didn’t know what was recorded inside, but he was pretty sure it was 
something great. Faiyar told him, “Mr. Chance, you’ll only be able to find out 
what’s recorded inside by flipping it open!” 

Kai nodded and extended his hand to open Golden Tome, but despite his best 
efforts, it remained stubbornly shut. It was as though it was glued shut. 

“Eh? Why can’t I open it?” Kai was surprised. 

“Mr. Chance, it’s possible that you’re not yet powerful enough to unlock it. This 
book likely contains knowledge that transcends our understanding. If it indeed 
includes things like divine martial arts, you may not be ready to master them 
at this point,” Faiyar reasoned. 

Kai nodded in concurrence. If the book truly held divine martial arts from the 
celestial realm, he acknowledged his current inability to cultivate them. 
Nevertheless, one certainty remained: Golden Tome had originated from the 
celestial realm! 

Golden Tome had been devoid of words all along. It had the capability to 
display information about certain items, but that was the extent of its 
functionality. Now, after absorbing the energy from the ice soul fragment, 
words had materialized on its pages. This was likely the true nature of 
Wordless Tome. 

The ice soul fragment had also descended from the celestial realm, indicating 
that it likely contained celestial energy. 



Since Golden Tome required celestial energy to return to its original state, it 
was becoming increasingly evident that both the ice soul fragment and Golden 
Tome had their origins in the celestial realm. 

However, he had no idea why Arthur would be in possession of something 
from the celestial realm. Perhaps Arthur wasn’t aware that Wordless Tome 
was, in fact, Golden Tome. 

“Mr. Chance, the ice soul fragment is on the verge of vanishing. You should 
absorb the remaining energy, which should be enough to enable you to reach 
the Third Level of Body Fusion Realm,” Faiyar advised. 

Kai nodded and began absorbing the energy. This time, the ice soul 
fragment’s energy surged toward Kai’s elixir field. 

As Kai absorbed the last remnants of the ice soul fragment’s energy, Vasily’s 
arm was slashed by the sword, and he crashed to the ground. 

Despite having recently attained the Fourth Level of Body Fusion Realm, 
Vasily found himself outmatched by the Fifth Level Body Fusion Realm 
cultivator. 

“Vasily!” Viola’s expression changed abruptly when she realized Vasily had 
gotten hurt. Seizing the opportunity, Vasily swiftly retreated back into the 
protective confines of the arcane array. 

The enemy attempted to follow, but Vasily had already entered the array’s 
boundaries. Frustrated, the cultivator could only glare at the ice soul fragment, 
unable to take any further action. Viola promptly tended to Vasily’s injury. 
Being an alchemist, she possessed the skills needed to provide effective 
treatment with ease. 

“Just you wait. I might not be able to destroy the arcane array, but Mr. Seizon 
will be able to do so!” the cultivator declared. He leaped into the air and 
disappeared from sight. After he left, both Vasily and Viola could finally heave 
a sigh of relief. 

If he were to enlist the support of several formidable cultivators, the arcane 
array would likely be insufficient to shield them for an extended period. 

With no other recourse, Vasily and Viola could only hold onto the hope that 
Kai would achieve his breakthrough promptly. 



 


